Slippery Sam Pulls Daring Job with A.C.J.

In a daring move characteristic of the administration's newly-adopted effort to give Trinity students a different kind of education, Triton president A.C.J. and his favorite side-kick, Slippery Sam Morse of the Student Activities Department, staged last week one of the country's top actions, stealing George Nichols, from a large institution down the river, to head the college's dramatic department.

"He was a tough one to get, but Slippery Sam and I captured him alive and kicking," smiled A.C.J. as the three-armed chambered off the bus at the Hartford station.

"We had to work 'um over a bit," he announced to a Tripped reporter, "but as you see, he's all smiles now - he should be ready to work in the not too distant future. We are of course very proud to make such a valuable addition to the teaching staff."

Dr. Jacobs recommended Nichols for a teaching job at Trinity because the new instructor has had advanced teaching experience in England and has the tools of teaching at his disposal. In a daring move characteristic of the administration's newly-adopted effort to give Trinity students a different kind of education, Triton president A.C.J. and his favorite side-kick, Slippery Sam Morse of the Student Activities Department, staged last week one of the country's top actions, stealing George Nichols, from a large institution down the river, to head the college's dramatic department.

"He was a tough one to get, but Slippery Sam and I captured him alive and kicking," smiled A.C.J. as the three-armed chambered off the bus at the Hartford station.

"We had to work 'um over a bit," he announced to a Tripped reporter, "but as you see, he's all smiles now - he should be ready to work in the not too distant future. We are of course very proud to make such a valuable addition to the teaching staff."

Campus Cops Catch Bertie Holland Breaking into 'Review' Offices

In a lurid incident last week, Bertie Holland was captured by Campus Police as he attempted to break into the offices of the Review. When questioned by Hartford police, Holland explained he was following his "credo" and that it was the "lurid" result of his well-rounded liberal arts education. Chief Joe Delarco of Hartford Police later commented to Louis Ketchum, head of the Fire Department, that if Holland had really had a well-rounded education he would not have been caught.

Expecting the robbery by Holland, the Tripped rigged up a candid camera on a tripod, and stationed cops thick as flies throughout the area.

Norman Walker, who discovered in advance the plans for the robbery, tipped off the two-fisted half of the campus O.I.S., Bob (The Shapesh) Stewart. Stewart planned the mission, rigged the camera and hid it in the barrel (in the background of the pictures) while a campus cop went through a carefully simulated routine to trick Dutchman, finally allowing Holland to tip his hand and draw a gun. In previous reviews, Holland has been noted for his way out of defining a point, but Stewart had him covered.

Although Holland held a campus cop at gun point, Stewart rose to the occasion, expanded his pocket silks, reached out and ticked Holland's right out, delaying the robber long enough for the campus cop also to rise to the occasion (the first time in years). (Continued on page 4)

Lost and Found

A college last and found depart- ment has been organized with offices in the Dean's Quarters in William Memorial and also in the office of the campus cop. Students have been reported regularly that they have been losing such articles as wallets, books, jewelry boxes, wallets, handkerchiefs, typewriters,香水, Furcoats, guns, knives, jackets, sports cars, automobiles, radios, phonographs, records, records, baskets, hats, ties, blankets, pillows, desks, whiskey bottles, pornography pictures, cameras, pictures of girl friends, hats, plates, and toilet paper.

Admissions Policy Themed Usefulness at Five-Poster Bed

William Poole, Director of Admissions, announced today that his office has adopted a new policy of admissions. "Our present system has become as obsolete as a five-poster bed," Poole stated, "and starting today Why Trinity? is going to mean something new."

When asked, during an exclusive Tripped interview, what the new admissions policy involved, Poole leaned back in his large, overstuffed swivel chair and screamed out in a voice filled with emotion to his secretary: "Hey, Poony, bring me a file on the new plan for incoming freshmen."

In a few moments the curvaceous secretary flipped on Poole's desk the history-making document. "Here it is, honey, and if you want me in the next ten minutes, I'll be across the hall in Bertie's office going through some profiles for him."

After a short period of silence, during which his pupils returned to their dilated state, Poole continued. "For some time now, we in the Admissions office have been particularly impressed with the prospective freshmen who have appeared for their interview informed in con-

Sadists Hear Talk By Jake-the-Razor

In recent college publications, Trinity has accentuated the idealistic student-faculty relationship that prevails. "Nash the Elms," Slaney Sind and Bob "Blitzkrieg" Bishop, the latter stentorian who does such much to support athletics in publications from Trinity, have released today a story soon to appear in nation-wide syndicated college magazines.

The story appears as follows in another Tripped scoop:

Men of Trinity are familiar words at college settings and campus rules here on the rocks. It is with deepest humility that we address them as rational, moral and ideal citizens of the atomic age; this, in fact, has been our consistent approach in classrooms and the athletic fields," said Dr. Albert (the Razor) Jacobs in a recent speech to the Connecticut Convention of Sadists.

Students who used to thrill to the sounds of the chapel bells in the past are now amusing themselves shooting at the Cattolours as they climb the tower to their position, two-hundred feet above the ground. Campus Cops have repeatedly flushed the culprits with mist of limbs and lacrations. At times, however, they have found it necessary to use handgrenades in upper tetbury where Dirty-Bertie Holland's grin-nails have been sleeping it off since New Year's Eve. Fortunately the girls were still sleeping at the time of the explosion.

"Blackjack" Joe Clarke stated that he was appalled at the conduct of the students. Clarke, who wears radiation scars on his face and head from an atomic gas-bottle attack, interpreted a hopeful note in his report when he added that the college is striking now at many of the campus discipline infractions with an extremely effective system of student-faculty relationship. Results have been manifest in the fact released by the New England College Examinations Committee of Princeton disclosing that the administration accepts. (Continued on page 5)

The newest addition to the Trinity faculty. He will teach one of the courses relative to "Social Intercourse in the Atomic Age," with specific emphasis on the "Chrome-Look."
A HISTORY OF THE STRUGGLE

When people ask "Why Thr-Coll-San?" You used to hear replies like "Love that tweedy ivy." Or simply "Creed". Today we find the answer changed.

To "The big cruise boat". Or "Thr just isn't a school for squares: It's groovy, I mean neat.

The students don't wear any ties. They've pegged their Oxford greys. And twenty years from now they'll say "Those were the solid days!: Instead of dashing off to Smith, Or Conn., Or Holyoke

We went to Hartford Nursing home Or Hall if we were broke; We didn't drink those "college drinks" like Scotch or Gin or Brandy— We simply didn't drink at all. Just kept a needle Handy; We may have robbed a few parked cars And other childish tricks But now we're in for bigger game. We all in politics. And this is Thr-Col-San today

The school with just one aim, To bring the Hood to college And make him glad he came.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT

Late last night an ill-fated and poorly-cased job was uncovered by the campus cop a fresh man was apprehended in the act of setting off scratching noises behind the molding in the college dormitory. The column of THE TRINITY TRIPOD was caught in the act of setting off his sixty-nine calibre revolver, which was later discovered in the act of setting off scratching noises behind the molding in the college dormitory.

The above is a good example of what happens when you don't take your jobs seriously. The新鲜生, whom we will call Bill, was caught in the act of setting off scratching noises behind the molding in the college dormitory, which was later discovered by the campus cop and reported to the faculty of the college.

FETID AIR

BY BRIENO ECK福德

It's a lucky thing old Bruno wasn't called on earlier this week to delight his fans or he wouldn't have been in a very pleasant mood now. These Senior Ball weekends take everything out of poor Bruno, starting last Monday in John's Room where his last dance turned his dream.

We hear this danned Bruno has every opportunity of going down as the wickiscrew in the history of our people. Hating prosperity we always lose our temper with the senior alphabet, we were pleased as a Pup Punt to hear that Eartha Orvy and her little Mammary Madcaps had been hired for this year's bash.

The last time we saw Eartha was in the Black Forest section of Manhattan shortly after the outbreak of a local epidemic. Eartha was in her usual milk-of-human-kindness mood, only it had gone a bit lactic with the summer heats. When she saw her Bruno couping over the windows to her side, she pursed over his heel and hissed her revolting heel to his understanding heart.

"When you gone 'range for me and my gals to nest at your instittion, Fraunces?"

We had never seen a girl so conscious, so bold. We couldn't help ourselves by telling her that she could sneeze anytime, and even gave her a specific date, April 28, informing her, of course, that we'd arrange also for a huge des in inquiry for her and her flowers and that, we could promise a huge aggregate of students, none of them might have dates. To which she replied that she most certainly would come, if we'd let her, and the more the merrier, she'd find something for the girls to do and might even teach them a trick or two.

But if you should see a group of Black Femmes crowding on the dance floor tonight, give them a big hand. And at one of Eartha's gale moves in on your date, don't be worried. Eartha will do her best to find something for your date to play with, while you do shake, rattle and roll to the band's waltz rhythms.

And how about Bruno? He'll be whipping himself into a fine froth behind the house on the hill, shooting white-heated mortars at a house across the street and down a way.

A recent interesting and informative debate in one of Willy Wally Hinckle's Math 101 seminars. The discussion was based on a statement by W. W. that, "Bill Terry did play the guitar, besides third base," Student leader Rock O'glen was quick to question the statement, and is seen above offering proof for his rebuttal. This scene is an example of the intimate relationship which can exist between students and faculty at a college like Trinity.

BUY A CAMPUS COP

CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD
Printers to Trinity College for Many Years
A Division of Connecticut Printers, Inc.
85 TRUMBULL ST.
HARTFORD, CONN.

THE BOND PRESS, INC.
Printers of the Tripod
94 ALLYN STREET • • • HARTFORD, CONN.

Complete Art and Engraving Service For the Advertiser

The Watson Cheney Photo-Engraving Co.
20-30 BEAVER ROAD
WASHINGTON

THE CONNECTICUT BANK & TRUST CO.
760 MAIN STREET
Hartford Branch
111 PEARL STREET
West Hartford Branch
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
Connecticut's Oldest Trust Company

Slender Line Trousers
For Warm Weather Wear

Henry Millar slender line trousers represent the ultimate in fit and appearance. Cut for bulk detailed with backstrap, styled with narrow high knee, and bottom. Without pleats.

TROPICAL WORSTED
Oxford—Cambridge Shade—Brown $21.50
DACRON & TROPICAL WORSTED
Cambridge Shade Only $21.50

WASHABLE POPLIN
Natural, Navy, Red & Black Brown $13.50 up

LINEN TYPES
Serrof, Yellow & Natural

$13.50 up

Clothing Importer

SANDERS & MILLER

Imported

24-26 TRUMBULL ST., HARTFORD
Telephone: Jackson 5-2139
FREE PARKING FOR OUR CUSTOMERS AT THE PARK GARAGE WHILE SHOPPING AT OUR STORE!
Dr. Hood Claims Expert's Rating in Knife Fights

Venerable Prof. Was Switch-Blade Artist

When interviewed by a roving reporter last week, Dr. Thurman Hood of the English Dept. claimed that he was enjoying immensely the change that had come over the student body. "They demand modern punks don't know I was quite a switch-blade artist in my own days and can still handle myself in any good ally fight."

"And these stupid kids have got to listen to me now," he said, splitting into the far corner of the room as he drew a switch-blade revolver from a special pocket sewed into his 1905 Hickey-Freeman suit. "I am still capable of anything that crawls at fifty feet," says Thurman.

Admissions...

(Continued on page 1)

several interesting facets of the new policy. The students will be recruited from the tap roots of the nation. It point to make them listen, and even the stupidest s.o.b. won't get out of my class without knowing some damn thing."

College smokers agree...

Winston brings flavor back to filter smoking!

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

TASTES GOOD!

WINSTON tastes good—like a cigarette should!

- No wonder Winston's winning so many friends so fast! College smokers found flavor in a filter cigarette when they found Winston's got real tobacco flavor!

Along with finer flavor, Winston also brings you a finer filter. The exclusive Winston filter works so effectively, yet doesn't "thin" the taste or flatten the flavor.

Smoke Winston the easy-drawing filter cigarette!
CAMPUS "STAND-OUTS"

Real Gone Gal

"I've got LM...and LM's got everything!"

THIS IS IT! L&M's Miracle Tip's the greatest—pure and white. And it draws real e-a-s-y-y-lets all of L&M's wonderful flavor come through to you!

No wonder campus after campus reports L&M stands out from all the rest. It's America's best filter tip cigarette.

J. Press to Put Out 'Chrome Look' Style

In a form letter from J. Press, "the Christian Dior of the second floor," it was announced that they are putting out a new "Chrome Look" line of clothing designed as a compromise between the college man of today and the one of yesterday.

There is a new line of pegged Bermuda to be worn during Gin-and-Tonic weather. A new shirt has been designed with a button-down Mr. B collared and a belt in the back. (When asked why one should have a belt in the back of a shirt, Press replied, "Our purpose is to give the students of eastern colleges what they want.")

As at coup-de-grace Press announced a raincoat with a chain on the outside (for flushing your date) and a vest with duds—hollywood muffler optional.

We of the fashion board of the TRIPE club that these new styles will not be well received by the college body. Our students will not be convinced in their styles. We will wear what they wear in Brooklyn and Chicago or nothing.

Jack (the Ripper) Marino with several of his personal aides leaving a Joint Committee meeting yesterday. He and his band are planning an all-out campaign against R. Kameron and the T.S.C.

Ripper Marino

Plays Con Job

On K. Kameron

As a member of the Ripper Marino leaving a meeting of the Joint Committee on Student Affairs with his personal aides yesterday morning. Although nothing official was learned, campus rumor indicated that after a long debate with sympathetic members of the faculty, Marino and other members of Local 243 of the Motorcycle and Bus Drivers Union decided that K. Kameron and the members of his newly-formed T.S. & B.C. (Trinity Saddle and Cycle Club) would have to be run off the campus.

"A student or faculty member is a loyalist, is a degree to the college, and to higher education everywhere," explained Marino. "If they can't get a decent hot rod or motorcycle, they can ride a bus. He spits with disgust as he kicked over his newaxy-Dunlop 98 and roared down the road.

Hoping to avert undue bloodshed, Doen (The Rock) Hughes, an oldrumor circuit checker-driver himself, stated he would offer members of the T.S. & B.C., a temporary special escort from the college's Special Enforcement Division, commonly known as the "Big Boys" who were recently recruited from the ranks of some of the nation's foremost strikebreakers as well as from among long-time inhabitants of the New York waterfront area. With standard equipment that includes everything up to high-powered motorcycles with fully automatic weapons mounted on the handlebars, Hughes expressed his doubts that even Marino and his boys could "get away with that."